Testimonials
“The 5600 is a very robust instrument that will meet the demands of the
modern workplace.”
Calor Gas, United Kingdom

“It is a sensitive unit and works very well!”
Red Sea Diving, Egypt

“An excellent Gauge, that is easy to use & set up. Does what is says on
the box!”
Scantech Airsupply UK Ltd, United Kingdom

“As a diver and engineer I am very satisfied with the Tritex gauge.
Especially because the Tritex is easy to use with easy maintenance.
While working in Copenhagen harbour it is important that the instrument
is robust and have a large and easy to read display.”
Niras, Denmark

“Just a quick line to say that we have been using the 5500 in some
gnarly conditions here in Poland....rough steel, hot conditions & a really
dusty environment & it is performing excellently. In fact Tom does not
like using the 'other' manufacturers gauge!!!”
Marine Inspection Services, United Kingdom

"Thank you for supplying ASP with equipment that can get the job done,
when required. The Tritex machines that we bought from you are
excellent"
ASP, South Africa

“Our need was urgent, your response matched our need and 48 hours
after the phone call the instrument was on a ship in the Caribbean and
the job was successfully completed”
Pritchard-Gordon Tankers, United Kingdom

“Very happy with the underwater gauge. Its display is very easy to see in
all situations.”
Shetland Islands Council, United Kingdom

“As far as I am concerned Tritex gauges are the best thickness gauges I
have used (that exclude the paint) and they are less expensive than
other makes that come close”
Sonometric, South Africa
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